Finger Print Corn on the Cob Instructions

Materials:
- Black or white construction paper
- Yellow construction paper
- Green construction paper
- Green paint
- Orange paint
- Yellow paint
- Glue
- Paintbrush

Instructions:
1. Cut a large oval out of the yellow construction paper.
2. Cut two smaller ovals out of the green construction paper.
3. Glue the yellow oval in the middle of the black or white construction paper.
4. Glue the two green ovals slightly tilted in opposite directions and covering the bottom portion of the yellow oval (as shown in the picture).
5. Each student paints their thumb green and puts green thumb prints all over the green ovals.
6. Wash the green paint off, and repaint the thumb with orange paint. Also, paint the pointer finger yellow.
7. Alternate putting yellow and orange finger prints on the yellow oval, repainting the fingers as needed.

Find more enrichment activities and other resources at NoKidHungryNC.org
Share pictures of your completed craft with @NoKidHungryNC on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram
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